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Overview
? Repository and publishing services
? Collaborative projects
? Outreach & marketing efforts
? Collecting conference proceedings
? OJS redesign
Program Development
? ETDs in 2003
? Institutional repository in 2004
? Publishing services in 2006
? Early adopter faculty member, ITID journal
? Campus partners
? Outreach to departments
EPAGE@Tech
? Help researchers produce and publish open access:
? conference proceedings
? journals
? Record and provide access to scholarly lectures on 
campus
? Archive these and other scholarly and research 
materials in SMARTech
SMARTech
? 24,000+ items
? 7th largest IR in the U.S., 34th in the world
? Types of content: technical reports, working papers, 
white papers, research reports, pre-prints, post-
prints, data, audio, video, lecture series and 
symposia, conference papers, electronic theses and 
dissertations, etc.
Journals & Conferences
? Library hosts digital journal/conference 
management software (OJS/OCS)
? Software creates website, manages abstract/paper 
submissions, peer-review, online publishing/indexing
? Library staff provide technical and workflow 
support, software training, and basic design 
services
Information Technology 
and International 
Development
The Tower
International Journal of 
Facility Management
Journals
Architecture
Applied Physiology
Public Policy
Aerospace Engineering
Interactive Media 
Technology Center
Conferences
Outreach
? Scholarly communication awareness program
? Department Assessment Tools
? Tailoring the message to faculty
? Visiting with departments
? Start with early adopters
? Be flexible
? Follow-up
? Speak and collaborate with other campus groups
Lessons Learned
Collecting Conference Proceedings 
Proceedings in SMARTech
Lessons Learned - PROS
? Offering a unique service to campus
? Temporary installation of OCS – no upgrades 
necessary
? Limited software customization requests
? Faculty prefer OCS to email-managed workflow
? Easier to collect content at time of creation
? User-generated metadata
? Ability to batch load into SMARTech

6th Intl Planetary Probe Workshop 2008
? Transitioning to a new workflow
? Planning committee found it difficult to make joint 
decisions in an online environment
? Some time-intensive tasks:
? Accepting/rejecting proposals
? Uploading final presentations after the conference
? Cleaning up user-generated metadata in OCS
? Converting files to standard formats
SMARTech Deposit Agreement
OCS to DSpace Crosswalk
author = dc.contributor.author
affiliation = dc.contributor.corporatename
time = dc.date.issued
abstract = dc.description.abstract
sponsor = dc.description.sponsorship
session topic = dc.relation.ispartofseries
keyword = dc.subject
IPPW Proceedings in SMARTech
117 items
Atlanta Conference on Science & 
Innovation Policy 2009
? Over 200 submissions
? Very involved faculty member
? 2006: some presentations online, but not all
? 2007: published by IEEE (subscriber access)
? SMARTech considered to be the publisher for 
these proceedings
? Problems with workflow
202 Accepted Submissions
239 Registered Users
Open Repositories 2009
? Two different web sites
? Working with multiple Conference Directors 
(communication problems)
? Difficulty collecting proceedings
? Time lag in uploading the presentations to 
SMARTech
Open Repositories 2009
135 Items
Access Services Conference
? Library conference
? First time we used the registration feature of OCS
? Used GT’s Marketplace, instead of PayPal
? Finally got it working, but not as well as we’d 
hoped, but feel this will be a requested feature in 
the future, and would like to fine tune it
Registration Page
Information Technologies & International 
Development (ITID) Journal
OJS Customization
ITID Journal BEFORE
ITID Journal Mockup
ITID Journal AFTER
ITID Customization
? Modified all CSS and .tpl files
? Created a totally new header
? templates/common/header.tpl
? Created collapsible menus using JavaScript for the 
“Developed By” block
? plugins/blocks/developedBy/block.tpl
? Used “Journal Layout” menu to customize blocks
? Journal Manger > Setup > The Look
ITID Customization
ITID Customization
Developed By
Block
Web Feed Plug-
in
User Block
Language Toggle
Navigation Block
Lessons Learned - CONS
? Very time consuming
? Each template file (.tpl) has to be touched/modified
? Design changes are no longer in the hands of the 
journal managers/editors
? Future upgrades could potentially cause display 
issues
Lessons Learned - PROS
? Creates a unique look for the journal instance
? High satisfaction from faculty involved
? Showpiece for collaboration with faculty
? Supports a faculty member advocating OA and 
Library services
? Demonstrates need for value-added web design 
services and need for additional resources
Conclusion
? Know your customers
? Collaborate
? Outreach
? Meet their needs
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